Lenovo
ThinkPad
E14 GEN 2 i
Designed for dynamic work styles and modern
business requirements and powered by the latest
11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor for top-of-the-line
computing, ThinkPad E14 Gen 2 i marries
performance with style and substance.
True to the ThinkPad brand, it is built with
impressive reliability and robust security
features. Modern PC innovations like
one-touch power on and logins,
Modern Standby, and an IR camera1 give
you intuitive user experience. Whether it is
design, performance, security, or collaboration,
the ThinkPad E14 Gen2 i doesn’t leave you wanting.

Lenovo ThinkPad E14 GEN 2 i
LOOKS GOOD, FEELS BETTER
Work can take you anywhere, and the ThinkPad E14 is made to move—at just
1.5kg, it is light and easy to carry, and at 17.9mm thin, it can fit in your bag when
you are on the go. Aluminum top and bottom covers give it a classy look and a nice
feel in your hands.
VISUALS THAT SPEAK
Visualize better on an engaging display, with Full-HD resolution and 100% sRGB color
gamut1 that renders crystal clear visuals. Up to 300nits of brightness means you can
see your screen even in outdoor environments. The touchscreen1 display lets you
intuitively navigate and interact with your notebook.
SECURE FROM THREATS AND BREACHES
You don’t take chances with your security and ThinkPad E14 Gen 2 i does
not either. A fingerprint reader and IR camera1 with Windows Hello enable near
fool-proof biometric authentication to prevent unauthorized access to your system.
DO MORE WITH SMART FEATURES
AI-based noise cancellation in the embedded microphone enhances meetings.
Pick between Private, Shared, or Environmental modes for seamless conferencing
in any environment. Dynamic cooling manages the working temperature for
optimum performance. And work comfortably for longer with a low blue light mode.

performance
The 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor provides
faster performance to power through tasks,
backed by up to 32GB of DDR4 memory
and discrete NVIDIA® 450MX graphics.1

user-experience
Stay productive in Modern Standby mode,
get updates, and wake your device with
your voice. Smart Power On enables
one-touch power on and logins.

connectivity
Thunderbolt™ 4 is the fastest port
and capable of supporting up to two
4K displays. Intel® Wi-Fi 61 ensures your
internet is stable, rapid, and without latency.
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11th Gen Intel® CoreTM processors

85% screen-to-body ratio (STBR)

Lay-flat screen

Optional

ThunderboltTM 4, full-function USB
Type-C, HDMI, and more

Secure IR camera

